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WeWork all over the News …
How do we (Pac:) match up?



• Very large centers, mostly 
Class B and some Class A 
buildings & locations

• 3 to 5 floors, mostly small 
privates with glass walls with 
large lounges on each floor 
and some open coworking 
areas

• High density offices
• Nice design, Expensive TI
• Hip, young, comfy



Wework is great!                         
…especially for folks who 
recently graduated from a 
college dorm…

PAC: Our concept is different. 
More seasoned, better 
amenities, more private, and 
perhaps more professional.

Versus
Wework

dudeBest Customer Fit



Wework’s high density of tiny 
glass offices (40 SF!) is a very 
effective way to maximize 
revenue…

Versus

…but not to maximize comfort 
or productivity at work!

Wework Fishbowl Offices



The cost per square foot of a 
Wework office is very high.

Versus

Wework offices: Squeeze! 

They have large overhead + 
very high ROI expectations to 
fulfill

$1,000 in SF for 40 SF! 
$700 for interior in SJ
Includes 12 credits for meeting 
rooms.



Our concept is better suited to 
more mature people/ 
companies where privacy and 
professionalism matter

Versus

Our Meeting Rooms and 
Offices are very private and 
full of amenities. 
In a Pac: office, one can 
move around, receive guests, 
without feeling asphyxiated!

Pac: offices: Breathe!

Incubate at wework,
but graduate to Pac:



Wework: “We have 85K members worldwide!” (12/31/16)

Pac: The human size of our communities is more conducive 
to richer interactions and more effective business connections

“Just	because	I	share	an	office	with	the	same	provider	as	you	doesn’t	mean	that	I	will	
do	something	special	for	you.”

We	have	~200	to	400	members	per	center.	They	have	a	better	chance	to	know	each	
other	and	more	likely	to	help	each	other	than	if	they	were	buried	in	a	huge	space.

Research	shows	that	smaller	networking	group	(<200)	are	more	effective.

Value of Member Network

Versus



LinkedIN with 60 million members is a 
lot more impressive

Versus

Member Network vs Value of Community

MeetUp groups also provide a great 
avenue to large group, with focus

Local Pac: communities are different 
– They are active communities of co-
workers who grow a like for each other 
and help each other



Community Events: Advantage Pac:



Community Events: Advantage Pac:



Community Events: Advantage Pac:



WeWork likes to talk about their proprietary community platform. 

Versus

Value of Proprietary Technology Platform



Versus

Technology Platform: Advantage Pac:

Pac: and CloudVO partners have access to much 
better platforms to curate our communities!



Versus

Value of Location Network

Wework
(From	Dec	2016	email	blast) (CloudVO Network)

#	of	Locations 111 589

#	of	Cities 34 284

#	of	Countries 10 26

With our affiliations to CloudVO, we are much 
better positioned with corporate accounts and 
touchdown space!



Versus

Value of Location Network

Wework
(From	Dec	2016	email	blast) (CloudVO Network)

Regus
(2015	annual	report)

#	of	Locations 111 609 2,768

#	of	Cities 34 284 977

#	of	Countries 10 26 106

Wework least impressive of the 3 –
Regus still #1 for corporate accounts but we 
can compete



Versus

Pac: has weathered the dot-
com bubble burst and the 
Great Recession well.
The key to success is to 
continually adapt and deliver 
on our value proposition.

We Make Work Better!

Great PR for the industry
Thank you WeWork!


